Recent developments in functional connectivity research have expanded the scope of human neuroimaging, from identifying changes in regional activation amplitudes to detailed mapping of large-scale brain networks. However, linking network processes to a clear role in cognition demands advances in the theoretical frameworks, algorithms, and experimental approaches applied. This would help evolve the field from a descriptive to an explanatory state, by targeting network interactions that can mechanistically account for cognitive effects. In the present review, we provide an explicit framework to aid this search for "network mechanisms", which anchors recent methodological advances in functional connectivity estimation to a renewed emphasis on careful experimental design. We emphasize how this framework can address specific questions in network neuroscience. These span ambiguity over the cognitive relevance of resting-state networks, how to characterize task-evoked and spontaneous network dynamics, how to identify directed or "effective" connections, and how to apply multivariate pattern analysis at the network level. In parallel, we apply the framework to highlight the mechanistic interaction of network components that remain "stable" across task domains and more "flexible" components associated with on-task reconfiguration. By emphasizing the need to structure the use of diverse analytic approaches with sound experimentation, our framework promotes an explanatory mapping between the workings of the cognitive mind and the large-scale network mechanisms of the human brain.
framework serve as critical details that collectively characterize the operation of a network mechanism (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, throughout we emphasize the need to improve how hypothesized network mechanisms are experimentally tested, as well as how different components capturing the function of a network mechanism are characterized.
The above concrete features address specific limitations in the FC literature focusing on the task-free "resting state", which we argue has provided primarily descriptive rather than explanatory insight. Our formalization of a clear framework for experimentally testing networklevel mechanisms also distinguishes the present report from previous informative reviews of the human FC literature (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Medaglia et al., 2015; Sporns, 2014) . Additionally, whilst these cited reviews share an emphasis on defining graph theory and summarizing its applications to human imaging, we opt for breadth in summarizing multiple FC analysis methods beyond graph theory. Critically, this method summary is structured by how the various analytic approaches might advance mechanistic inquiry in network neuroscience.
To clarify the importance of a mechanistic approach, we conceptualize a continuum representing the overall level of understanding of a system of interest (e.g. the brain). This continuum ranges from merely describing the system at one extreme, to explaining its full set of causal relations at the other extreme. Whilst a description of the system might be incredibly detailed and complex, this provides little insight into the causal relevance of these details without demonstrating how manipulating or perturbing the system affects its hypothesized function. Testing a network mechanism via experimental manipulation of neurocognitive states offers a concrete means to clarify its function. This approach helps advance neuroscience along the explanatory continuum towards a causal and empirically verified understanding of the brain. In this conceptualization, we acknowledge that identifying a network mechanism does not by itself achieve a full causal understanding of its relations. This follows from suggestion that causal inference in complex systems such as the brain is a "messy and iterative" process (Illari and Williamson, 2012) , requiring convergence across multiple analytic approaches. This convergence is necessary to provide the breadth to better characterize a mechanism's components along with empirical verification via replication of those core components across complementary methods. We emphasize that identifying network mechanisms via experimental manipulation of neural and cognitive states, in combination with methods that characterize its spatial, temporal and directional components, is key in advancing towards this idealized "causal" understanding of the brain. 1 Indeed, there are several ways in which the identification of a network mechanism can be leveraged in a broader research program that aims for causal understanding. First, network mechanisms can generate predictions for how to manipulate the system of interest via brain stimulation. Such "neural" manipulations are becoming increasingly viable given recent developments in transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial direct/alternating current stimulation (TDCS/TACS). These methods offer the potential to non-invasively disrupt or enhance the connectivity between regions that are proposed to interact in a network mechanism. Linking neural manipulation of a network mechanism to accompanying cognitive and behavioral changes in experimental tasks will likely strengthen causal statements made about that mechanism.
A second way in which network mechanisms can advance causal understanding is by informing computational models. Empirical work that provides insight into network mechanisms is necessary to constrain the set of causal factors contributing to a given cognitive phenomenon. This facilitates instantiation of that phenomenon within a simulation. In contrast, purely descriptive accounts provide insufficient insight into these causal factors and therefore fail to adequately inform simulations. Accurate neural simulations of cognitive phenomena are useful for producing artificial intelligence systems (with various practical applications; Kumaran et al., 2016; Piekniewski et al., 2016) , as well as developing interventions in clinical samples. Importantly, a research program can utilize the same approaches that achieve these more practical outcomes to test mechanistic hypotheses that extend beyond particular applications; namely, experimental manipulations of the system (via neural and cognitive manipulations) and testing the plausibility of mechanisms in a causal sense via computational modeling.
To illustrate the "causal continuum" we advocate, consider a Pearson's correlation between fMRI BOLD time series of two regions (A-B) changing in a statistically reliable fashion across two task conditions. This would serve as a spatial component in a network mechanism, in that it suggests an explanatory link to a manipulation of cognitive state, and therefore provides greater functional insight than observing that these same regions tend to correlate during task-free rest. Nevertheless, this mechanistic component would lie at the low end of the continuum ranging from "descriptive" to "causal" insight into brain function. An advance along this continuum would result from using additional FC estimation methods to characterize more of this mechanism's temporal and directional components. For instance, the FC between the two regions might begin to reliably differ across task conditions around 300ms after stimulus onset. Furthermore, this pattern of FC change might be captured by a stable directionality from A→B that extends from 300-500ms (as revealed by a directed connectivity method applied over sliding time windows with MEG/ EEG, see section 5). Further advances along the causal continuum might be achieved by replicating the recovery of this mechanism across variations in FC estimation methods and experimental paradigms, which would demonstrate robustness in explaining the cognitive state of interest. Brain stimulation methods could then strengthen the case that this network mechanism exerts a causal influence via perturbing the connectivity between these two regions, and observing concomitant disruptions in the cognitive state to which that mechanism is linked. Thus, pursuing a mechanistic program of research can readily produce progress in advancing basic cognitive neuroscience theory, although achieving a satisfactory neural explanation for a given cognitive phenomenon undoubtedly requires a long-term process.
To provide some historical context, neuroscientific mechanisms have been most commonly investigated at the cellular or microscopic level, leading to the identification of molecular mechanisms explaining the function of individual neurons (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) and local circuits involving small numbers of neurons (Catterall et al., 2012; Douglas and Martin, 2004) . This empirical focus builds on the philosophical concept of "supervenience" (Kim, 1993) , which states that the properties at macroscopic levels of a complex system are effectively "fixed" by (or are "supervenient" on) mechanisms operating at lower microscopic levels. By extension, it is often assumed that processes operating at the micro level are most mechanistically relevant (Kim, 1993; Klee, 1984) . However, mounting theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that applying this view to complex deterministic systems such as the human brain is at best overly reductive, and at worst false. For example, recent animal neurophysiology findings highlight the adoption of neural codes by coordinated populations rather than single cells as a crucial mechanism of cognitive transfer (Fries, 2005; Gjorgjieva et al., 2014; Kumar et al., 2010; Lopes da Silva, 1991; Montijn et al., 2016) . Brain simulations have gone further in linking mechanisms operating at the macro rather than micro level preferentially to the "emergence" of cognitive states (Hoel et al., 2013; Tononi et al., 1999) . These findings question the utility of 1 Note that we limit use of the term "causal" to prevent associations with the causal connectivity literature, which we consider a class of methods clarifying activation asymmetries or lags between regional time series (termed "directed functional connectivity", see section 5). Rather than highlighting these methods as preferentially important to the discovery of network mechanisms, we treat them in our framework as one of three functional components comprising a given mechanism (i.e. directional components, see Figs. 1c and 2 ). R.D. Mill et al. NeuroImage 160 (2017) 124-139 focusing only on the activation of isolated neurons and local circuits. Rather than dismissing the importance of micro level mechanisms, we endorse a complementary form of "weak" emergence in substantiating network-level mechanistic inquiry in the human brain (consistent with Bedau (1997) and Seth (2008) ). This states that whilst macro-level properties are underpinned by micro-level interactions (consistent with supervenience), cognition emerges holistically from the collective operation of mechanisms across all spatial scales (see also Bassett and Gazzaniga (2011) ), such that reducing mechanisms from the macro to the micro scale is a non-trivial operation. In other words, reducing macro-level mechanisms to their micro-level interactions might be ontologically possible, but epistemologically complex (Bedau, 1997) . Hence, our network mechanisms framework refutes both reductive supervenience (prioritizing the micro scale) and a strong irreducible form of emergence (prioritizing the macro scale), in favor of a weakly emergent holistic hierarchy. This position states that macro levels emerge from micro interactions, with both micro and macro being ontologically important, but their mapping epistemologically complex. This view acknowledges the complexity of the human brain, whilst validating the need to empirically study mechanisms at all levels or organization -not just at the micro cellular scale historically prioritized in invasive animal research, but also the macro network scale now available to human neuroimaging.
We hence formalize a definition of "network mechanisms" as higher-level network interactions that build on lower-level processes conducted within discrete neural populations (themselves comprising perhaps hundreds of thousands of neurons), together producing cognition. This definition combines our above position on the brain as operating on weak emergence within a holistic hierarchy, with Craver's more abstract "compositional" framework (Craver, 2007 ; see also its extension by Illari and Williamson (2012) ). It also accommodates the spatial resolution of current fMRI and MEG/EEG imaging modalities, which is limited to the large-scale population level. Following from our acknowledgement of the complexity in mapping micro to macro level mechanisms, we assume that micro levels can be reasonably summarized at higher spatial scales without majorly detracting from the explanatory potential of network mechanisms (e.g. coordinated local neuronal populations are summarized by regional fMRI BOLD amplitudes and evoked MEG/EEG fields, Hoel et al., 2013; Lopes da Silva, 1991) . Hence, a mechanism serves as an explanation of a phenomenon (cognition) based on a characterization of its interacting elements (networks of brain regions; Craver, 2007) . Consistent with Craver and Illari & Williamson, and many of the mechanistic frameworks proposed in the philosophy of science (e.g. Bechtel and Abrahamsen, 2005; Imai et al., 2013; Pearl, 2001) , we emphasize the role of careful task manipulations in linking network interactions to statistically reliable explanations of cognitive states. We also advocate combining task manipulations with FC estimation methods that characterize different functional "components" operating within each mechanism (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). This feature of the framework is consistent with prior emphasis on elucidating "component parts and operations" of mechanisms (Bechtel and Abrahamsen, 2005; Illari and Williamson, 2012) .
As a concrete extension from Craver's (and Illari & Williamson's) framework, we endorse attempts to embed network mechanisms within a broader neuroscientific hierarchy. Fig. 3a depicts this hierarchy in the form of levels of mechanistic interactions occurring over increasing spatial scales -from lower cellular (micro) to higher network (macro) levels. Structuring by spatial scales provides a common platform to represent network mechanisms underlying diverse cognitive phenomena, whilst also encouraging mutual contact between micro and macro levels of inquiry. This is to help clarify the non-trivial issue of how micro and macro mechanisms relate in the brain's weakly emergent system (as highlighted above), as well as more generally harnessing important insights from decades of research conducted below the network level (in animals and via human imaging of regional activations 2 ).
An application of this hierarchy of mechanisms is provided in Fig. 3b , which charts empirically supported levels of mechanisms underlying working memory maintenance (Braver et al., 2010; Darki and Klingberg, 2015; Dumontheil et al., 2011; Miller and Cohen, 2001) . 3 The figure should highlight that the historical focus on identifying cellular mechanisms via animal neurophysiology may primarily permit insight into lower levels of this mechanistic hierarchy. This follows from methodological complications in studying large-scale networks in animals (Spira and Hai, 2013) . Relative to invasive methods, human functional neuroimaging is optimally positioned to target network mechanisms that operate with lower neurophysiological mechanisms to produce cognition. Furthermore, the theoretical practice of considering the position of network mechanisms within the broader neural hierarchy can help identify neurophysiological experiments that target how lower-level mechanisms extend upwards. Similarly, linking network mechanisms to biophysically plausible neurophysiological processes would help validate the former. Hence, embedding the search for network mechanisms in a broader neural hierarchy could be beneficial to mechanistic inquiry at all spatial scales.
Implications of network mechanisms in advancing human FC research
To summarize the core tenets of our framework: i) network mechanisms are identified as interactions amongst brain regions that explain cognitive states; ii) experimental manipulations (both cognitive and neural) are key in reliably linking network interactions to a clear explanatory role in cognition; iii) task manipulations can be combined with recently developed FC estimation algorithms to characterize distinct functional components of each mechanism (spatial, temporal and directional); iv) attempts should be made to link higher-level network mechanisms to neurophysiological mechanisms operating at lower-levels (and vice versa), so as to mutually validate all levels. This framework is consistent with prior formulations in the philosophy of science literature characterizing complex systems with properties of weak emergence, albeit with concrete modifications that accommodate some of the nuances of neuroscientific research.
The study of network mechanisms can advance the field of human FC research in a number of pragmatic ways. Firstly, encouraging the analysis of networks across careful task manipulations can bridge the gap between the largely segregated task activation and FC literatures (with the latter focusing on task-free rest; Biswal et al., 1995) . Secondly, elucidating network mechanisms underlying "healthy" cognitive function will by extension clarify how dysfunction of these mechanisms contributes to clinical conditions Craddock et al., 2013; Geerligs et al., 2015) . Finally, testing precise mechanistic hypotheses would help constrain the sizeable methodolo-2 Indeed, despite our focus on the network level, it could be argued that some cognitive phenomena are adequately explained by mechanisms operating at lower levels. For example, basic visual perceptual functions have been linked mechanistically to lateral inhibition of receptive fields in visual cortex neurons (Hubel and Wiesel, 1979) , and spatial encoding of place has been linked mechanistically to activity in hippocampal neurons (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . The question of which level of mechanism is appropriate or optimal in explaining a cognitive process is not easy to answer. Indeed, these queries might distract from advancing our understanding of cognition. We endorse the more holistic view that all levels of mechanism operate collectively in the neural system, and argue that formalizing a hierarchy of mechanisms from micro to macro levels will help clarify inquiry at all levels.
3 Whilst the depicted example centers prominently on prefrontal cortex mechanisms, conceptually similar levels of mechanism could be provided for cognitive phenomena that do not prominently engage PFC. For example, fear expression to a visual stimulus (the cognitive phenomenon to explain) can be linked to lower level encoding of visual features by neurons in visual cortex, which leads to object recognition at the population/regionallevel, which in turn leads to network-level interactions between visual occipital regions, thalamus and amygdala that drive the final expression of fear (Gilmartin et al., 2014; LeDoux, 2000) .
gical "model space" in brain network analysis, spanning choices between multiple network node definitions, clustering algorithms and FC estimation methods. Large model spaces are increasingly the norm given the (undoubtedly fruitful) integration of methods and algorithms from fields such as computer science and engineering. Nevertheless, the increasing array of methods raises the need for principled ways to adjudicate between them. As a basis for this adjudication, we encourage consideration of the capabilities of a given network analysis method to advance an explanatory understanding of cognition above and beyond that which is provided by previous methods. Critically, this latter point argues against using an algorithm purely on the basis that it has not been previously applied to human imaging data. Rather, a given method is advocated if it has clear provisions to make it more suitable to discovering network mechanisms over previous approaches. For example, a novel FC estimation method might be endorsed based on its better treatment of non-Gaussian information that is known to be functionally relevant in human imaging data (compared to methods that make Gaussian assumptions; Mumford and Ramsey, 2014) . Relatedly, this mechanistic approach would ensure that the use of advanced FC methods is structured by theory-driven experimentation, rather than the inverse case of cognitive theory being tailored to the output of different methods. This advocates the selection of a method a priori based on its capacity for explanatory insight, rather than purely its novelty. The latter scenario increases the likelihood of a posteriori rationalization of an algorithm's output, which can slow the advancement of explanatory insight.
The remainder of this review outlines key methodological guidelines to constrain the search for network mechanisms. We begin by providing an overview of attempts to clarify the cognitive relevance of functional networks mapped in the resting state (termed "resting-state networks"). Resting-state networks have become the primary research focus in the FC field, and hence for consistency we begin by considering them as potential "interacting elements" (Craver, 2007) of network mechanisms. Critically, however, we also highlight that the restingstate literature has largely provided descriptive rather than mechanistic insight into functional networks, given its primary emphasis on mapping networks during task-free rest. This arises from the lack of experimental manipulation of cognitive states, leading to poor characterization of the phenomena to be explained and preventing insight into explanatory mechanisms. Nevertheless, the fruitful method development in this field can be harnessed to reveal network mechanisms. Hence, in subsequent sections, we detail how task manipulations can be combined with recently developed FC estimation methods to characterize a network mechanism's functional components -its spatial topology, temporal properties and directional asymmetries (see Figs. 1 and 2) . 4 In particular, we highlight methods that can correct the present overreliance on outlining spatial components, at the expense of temporal and directional ones. In the final section, we detail recent developments in the field of multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA), which represents a broad class of algorithms that hold potential in clarifying many network components over the "univariate" methods currently adopted.
To provide an empirical application of our framework, we concurrently describe an example cognitive mechanism centering on interactions between a majority of network connections that remain spatially "stable" across task domains, and a minority of "flexible" ones (see Fig. 6 for a hierarchical depiction of this mechanism). We also suggest temporal and directional components operating within this general "stable/flexible" mechanism. For example, we propose a temporal component that splits the spatially "flexible" connections into functionally distinct "slow" timescale connections linked with learning, and "fast" timescale connections linked with stimulus-evoked responding (see section 4 for further details). In keeping with Fig. 3 and the accompanying text in section 1, we also make concerted efforts throughout to link this "stable/flexible" network mechanism to biophysically plausible mechanisms operating at lower spatial scales. Whilst we admit that this example network mechanism is basic, it nevertheless can serve as a useful template that can be refined to represent more functionally specific mechanisms. This furthers our primary aim of emphasizing the utility of "network mechanisms" as a conceptual framework to guide future FC research. Fig. 3 . Neuroscientific levels of mechanism are compositional, and organized in a weakly emergent holistic hierarchy. A) We conceptualize neuroscientific levels of mechanism as particular neural elements interacting at successively higher spatial scales. Each mechanistic level is comprised of interactions occurring at the lower levels, such as brain networks being composed of a particular set of interacting brain regions. Rather than formalize a separate hierarchy for each cognitive state being explained (as in Craver (2007)), we formalize a common neural hierarchy to provide a platform to represent diverse cognitive states. This common hierarchy is structured so that each level marks an increase in spatial scale (i.e. from micro cellular scales accessible to animal neurophysiology, to higher network scales accessible to human imaging). Different cognitive states are theorized to emerge from this common hierarchy via different sets of mechanistic interactions operating at each scale (as characterized by functional "components", see Figs. 1 and 2). B) We provide an empirically supported example of a hierarchy of neural mechanisms underpinning working memory maintenance (the cognitive state under explanation). The schematic illustrates that cognitive states emerge from mechanisms operating at multiple spatial scales, thereby correcting the historical over-emphasis on micro cellular mechanisms and instead validating the need for mechanistic inquiry at the network level also. Note that network interactions underlying working memory maintenance are characterized using network definitions taken from the resting-state literature (e.g. "frontoparietal control network"). Note that the effects in intermediate levels may be less straightforward in reality than this simple illustration (Braver et al., 2010) . 4 Whilst components other than spatial, temporal and directional are also likely involved in characterizing network mechanisms (e.g. neuromodulatory components), these are the three that can be most reliably measured via current non-invasive imaging modalities.
Clarifying the cognitive relevance of resting-state networks
Thus far, the dominant focus in human FC research has been on mapping spatial patterns of fMRI BOLD synchronization in the resting state. Computing the Pearson's correlation coefficient between pairwise regional (or voxel-wise) BOLD time series, in the absence of a controlled task, has yielded a highly reproducible set of large-scale networks spanning many domains of cognitive function. These canonical resting-state networks include low-level sensory and motor networks (Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et al., 2000) , as well as higher-order default mode (Greicius et al., 2003) , dorsal attention (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) and frontoparietal control networks (Cole and Schneider, 2007; Fox et al., 2005) . Subsequent refinements to this seed-based correlation approach have enabled more principled identification of functional brain regions from which to extract BOLD time series (Glasser et al., 2016; Power et al., 2011) , and use of data-driven network definition approaches such as community detection (Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011) . Graph theoretical methods have improved the quantification of large-scale properties of these restingstate networks, leading to identification of highly inter-connected network "hubs" (e.g. in the frontoparietal control network; and functionally segregated "modules" (e.g. sensory and motor networks; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009 ). However, despite evident refinement in how resting-state networks are described, there remains much ambiguity as to precisely how cognition emerges from them. This ambiguity bears critically on the search for network mechanism, and calls for more targeted attempts at studying the function and reconfiguration patterns of resting-state networks during experimentally controlled tasks.
Initial attempts to clarify the function of resting-state networks focused on their visible spatial overlap with task-evoked activation patterns (e.g. as identified by general linear model contrasts, Biswal et al., 1995) . Studies that have used meta-analytic methods to identify "canonical" task activations (via cross-experiment correlations) across a number of cognitive domains have yielded high spatial similarity with their functionally linked resting-state networks (Laird et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2009 ). Such findings have informed a view that the spatial topology of resting-state networks reflects a "history" of common activation during cognitive processing, likely arising from long-term synaptic potentiation . The implied longitudinal relationship between the two measures is supported by the increase in resting-state correlation observed amongst regions commonly activated during a task after it had been repeatedly performed (Lewis et al., 2009) . However, other studies have highlighted divergences, in that regions commonly activated in a task activation contrast often correlate with separate resting-state networks (Barredo et al., 2015; Mill et al., 2015) , with this lack of correspondence enhanced by more functionally-specific contrasts (Mennes et al., 2013) . These latter findings suggest that the relationship between resting-state networks and task activations is not one-to-one. Furthermore, the cited metaanalytic approach is poorly disposed to provide insight into network mechanisms with clear links to cognitive function. Such comparison of the spatial overlap between resting-state networks and task activation patterns between separate subject groups provides evidence only of a coarse associative (rather than explanatory) relationship between resting-state networks and on-task cognition.
With a view to more rigorous methods, recent work has compared the similarity of networks estimated across rest and task states in the same sample of subjects. A pair of independent studies converged in demonstrating a high degree of spatial overlap between functional networks estimated at rest and across a number of distinct tasks Krienen et al., 2014) . The shared variance in FC across rest and multiple task states reached as high as 80%, suggesting the existence of a "stable" (or "intrinsic") resting-state network architecture (see Fig. 4a ). This stable FC architecture might be the component driving the noted high correspondence between resting-state networks and task activations (i.e. those identified by "general" rather than functionally-specific GLM contrasts, Mennes et al., 2013) . However, the residual 20% of task FC variance that is unexplained by rest FC might still be highly relevant to more domain-specific processing. Indeed, both studies observed reliable differences in pairwise FC across different tasks, suggesting more "flexible" network components that underpin network reconfiguration via variation of a small proportion of connections. With reference to our earlier definition of network mechanisms (see Section 1), we theorize that cognition emerges from this general interaction between "stable" and "flexible" spatial network components.
Whilst this stable/flexible distinction is likely of broad importance to diverse forms of cognition, the challenge now is to better understand the function of each of these spatial components and how they interact. To this end, evidence from more targeted task manipulations suggests that "flexible" components might be preferentially localized to the frontoparietal control resting-state network. Prior research has shown that this network has the highest variability in its global connectivity patterns across multiple tasks in comparison to other resting-state networks . This insight emerged from combining a generalized psychophysiological interaction (gPPI) approach to task FC estimation (McLaren et al., 2012 ) with a graph theoretical measure of "global variable connectivity" . These methods were applied in a paradigm that instantiated multiple task states (the permuted rule operations paradigm, PRO; . Hence, as per our mechanistic framework, combining advanced FC methods with careful task manipulation served to extend prior graph theoretical description of "hubs" in the resting state (e.g. to reveal their explanatory cognitive role. Cognitive states might emerge in a general sense from interactions between domain-general "flexible hub" regions in the frontoparietal control network and domain-specific content regions in sensory-motor networks.
The extent to which the "stable" component of resting-state networks is driven by underlying structural connectivity has also been questioned. Comparisons of structural networks identified via diffusion MRI (dMRI) demonstrate overlap with the spatial topology of restingstate networks, both in terms of their pairwise connections (Hagmann et al., 2008) and their graph theoretical features (e.g. overlap between structural and functional hubs, van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013). More formalized computational models have also explained a reasonable proportion of the variance in resting-state network topology from structural connectivity (Goni et al., 2014; Mišić et al., 2015) . These findings suggest that structure might indeed contribute to resting-state network architecture, possibly providing the "skeleton" that constrains paths of communication within them (Petersen and Sporns, 2015) . However, computational modeling has also revealed the relationship between structural and functional connectivity to be only partially explanatory, and often mediated by other neurophysiological factors (Deco et al., 2009; Honey et al., 2007) . In support of the outlined stable/flexible mechanism, it might be that structural connectivity alone fails to predict more flexible functional network components that vary across different task domains.
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To more clearly characterize task-evoked network flexibility, recent computational models have directly predicted task activation patterns (identified via general linear model contrasts across a number of distinct tasks) on the basis of resting-state FC. A set of regression models trained on a large number of FC predictors and a small number of structural predictors was able to reliably capture individual differences in task activations (Tavor et al., 2016; see Fig. 4b ). Notably, exclusion of the structural features did not appreciably worsen model performance, whereas exclusion of the functional features did, supporting the idea that structural connectivity fails to capture more taskspecific (and in this case individualized) aspects of cognitive function.
In search of a formalized mechanism linking resting-state FC to task activations (essentially explaining how the Tavor et al. result was possible), Cole and colleagues ) developed a computational model centering on the concept of "activity flow" -an estimate of the propagation of task-evoked regional amplitudes across resting-state networks. Formally, activity flow for a given region reduces to the sum of activity in other regions weighted by its resting-state FC with those regions (see Fig. 4c) . A model based on this simple estimate could explain as much as 90% of the variance in activation patterns across a number of task domains (see Fig. 4d ), and even predict individual differences in held-out subjects. Whilst the activity flow model is simplified in its biophysical plausibility compared to other network models (Deco et al., 2013; Timme et al., 2016) , it nonetheless provides an explanatory network mechanism that clarifies longstanding ambiguity over the relevance of resting-state networks to task-related cognitive processing. Specifically, the success of the activity flow mapping approach provides evidence that activity flow is a network mechanism linking functionally relevant brain region activations to stable aspects of resting-state networks.
In subsequent sections, we detail advances in analysis methods that facilitate further insight into network mechanisms. In detailing these methods, we suggest that the search for network mechanisms will require going beyond the present overreliance on one analytic approach derived from the resting-state literature, i.e., undirected FC computed (typically via Pearson's correlation but also via other methods e.g. partial correlation, regression) on averaged (univariate) timeseries over large epochs and in one isolated imaging modality (typically fMRI). Referring back to our definition in section 1 (see Figs. 1 and 2 ), such methodological advances will be necessary to elucidate network components other than spatial topology, and hence enrich the characterization of each network mechanism. We begin by highlighting the need to capture network dynamics.
Capturing functionally relevant network dynamics
In keeping with the dominant approach in FC research, the previous section characterized the cognitive relevance of resting-state networks in terms of a single functional component -spatial topology i.e. the spatial pattern of connections between brain regions. However, it is likely that temporal components of resting-state networks also provide critical insight into their function i.e. the spatial pattern of connections and when that pattern emerges during cognition (see Fig. 1b ). The importance of functional dynamics is emphasized by the increased interest in deciphering the "temporal code" from recordings of neuronal populations made in animals (Fries, 2005; Kumar et al., 2010; Siegel et al., 2015) . Harnessing recent developments in dynamic FC estimation therefore permits localization of network mechanisms in both space and time. To demonstrate the utility of these methods, below we segregate the spatially "flexible" component of the stable/ flexible network mechanism introduced in the previous section into functionally distinct learning and stimulus-evoked temporal components, operating on distinct "slow" and "fast" timescales respectively Fig. 4 . Clarifying the cognitive relevance of resting-state networks via analyses of spatial topology. A) Analyzing the spatial topology of resting-state networks across multiple cognitive tasks highlights majority "stable" (accounting for~80% shared variance) and minority "flexible" (accounting for~20% unexplained variance) spatial components. Adapted with permission from . B) Using a regression model that includes resting-state FC measures as predictors, Tavor et al. (2016) were able to predict individual differences in task activation patterns from individual differences in resting-state FC. Specifically, an individual's own resting-state connectivity map was a better predictor for that individual's task activation map than any other individual's resting-state connectivity map (as demonstrated by the diagonal-dominant correlation matrix). Adapted with permission from Tavor et al. (2016) . C) Activity flow mapping principle. Cole et al. (2016) developed a mechanistic model that explains how task activations emerge from the propagation of regional amplitude changes across routes constrained by resting-state FC. Adapted with permission from Cole et al. (2016) . D) An example of applying the activity flow mapping procedure in panel C to predict activation patterns during a motor task. In essence, these predictions are made by multiplying the task activation map excluding the held-out region/voxel (i.e. the tobe-predicted "j" term in Panel C) with the resting-state FC map of that held-out region with the rest of the brain. This simple model could explain~90% of the variance in the actual activation patterns observed across a number of distinct tasks (beyond the motor task depicted here). Adapted with permission from Cole et al. (2016) .
(see Fig. 1b) .
Mathematically diverse FC estimation methods applied in task-free rest have provided basic evidence that resting-state networks undergo dynamic fluctuations. Such methods include the use of sliding windows (e.g. 30-60 seconds) to conduct time-varying correlation (Hutchison et al., 2013) and spatial independent components analyses (spatial ICA; Allen et al., 2014) , as well as more data-driven methods that do not require selection of a sliding window (e.g. temporal ICA; Smith et al., 2012) . All methods converge in demonstrating that resting-state networks typically estimated over long durations (~5-10 minutes) undergo dynamic fluctuations over shorter periods. These "temporal network states" tend to recur over the entire rest scan (Allen et al., 2014; Karahanoğlu and Van De Ville, 2015; Liu and Duyn, 2013) and across subjects (Zalesky et al., 2014) . Hence, standard static approaches to FC estimation run the risk of obscuring dynamic transitions between temporal network states, which might be mechanistically relevant to cognition.
However, whilst dynamic transitions described amongst restingstate networks are assumed to reflect transitions in cognitive states, the task-free nature of rest FC leaves scope for alternative interpretations. This is because mere description of temporal network states during rest fails to provide a clear link to emergent cognitive states. The failure to elucidate this explanatory relation opens the possibility that network dynamics might be driven by artifactual rather than functionally relevant sources. For example, a recent study highlighted the contamination of resting-state network dynamics by head motion. This was quantified by the reduction in a multivariate kurtosis measure of dynamic non-stationarity after removal of high-motion time points ; see Fig. 5a ). Reassuringly, multivariate kurtosis also increased in task relative to rest states (after removal of highmotion time points), suggesting that functionally relevant network dynamics are obtainable (see Fig. 5b ). These findings make clear how merely describing dynamic network states at rest provides imperfect insight into their cognitive relevance. Consistent with the previous section detailing spatial components of network mechanisms, we argue that the identification of mechanistically relevant temporal components calls for combining dynamic FC estimation methods with careful task manipulations. This would link prior description of temporal state transitions in rest FC more clearly to accompanying transitions in cognitive states, as instantiated in controlled task settings.
Studies combining dynamic FC estimation with task manipulations remain nascent, but preliminary findings suggest refinement of the previously introduced stable/flexible mechanism. Specifically, whereas the spatially "stable" network component might reflect structural connectivity without overlaid dynamics, the "flexible" component might arise from structural connectivity in addition to distinct dynamic reconfiguration processes occurring over distinct timescales (see Figs. 1b and 6 ). To clarify, "slow" dynamic fluctuations amongst resting-state networks have been shown to track the trajectory of learning in sensorimotor tasks  see Fig. 5c ). Dynamic estimates of network modularity derived from a temporal clustering algorithm revealed a longitudinal increase (over days and weeks) in the autonomy of sensory and motor networks with learning, coupled with reduced recruitment of cognitive control networks ; see also Chein and Schneider (2005) and Lewis et al. (2009) ). Beyond adding a temporal component to the stable/ flexible mechanism, this finding supports the specialized role of higherorder cognitive control networks in actively driving learning-induced flexibility. This extends its role as a spatial "flexible hub" introduced in the previous section .
In contrast, evidence of functionally relevant network dynamics emerging over relatively "fast" timescales was provided by Sadaghiani et al. (2015) . This was enabled by trial-wise FC estimation over prestimulus windows in an auditory detection task. Reduced modularity in default mode and visual networks in this baseline period (spanning 20-40 seconds) was associated with impaired performance, thereby suggesting a mechanistic link between fast trial-evoked FC reconfiguration and overt behavior (see also Thompson et al. (2013) ). It is tempting to link these outlined "slow" learning and "fast" stimulusevoked dynamic FC components to respective long-term synaptic potentiation and spike propagation neurophysiological substrates, given that these also differ in their slow versus fast timescales (Dobrunz and Stevens, 1997; Sejnowski, 1999; see Fig. 6 ). Indeed, further scrutiny of this network mechanism might reveal a cyclic relationship linking these two temporal components, such that repetitions of "fast" stimulus-evoked network reconfigurations lead to learning-induced reconfigurations emerging over a "slower" timescale, with these "slow" reconfigurations then exerting reciprocal constraints on how "fast" reconfigurations emerge across resting-state networks. Whilst such links remain speculative at this stage, it is evident that capturing dynamic FC processes over multiple timescales will be key in characterizing network mechanisms that clarify multiple levels of the neural hierarchy (see Fig. 3 ). However, it is also worth highlighting that the present primary reliance on fMRI complicates the study of dynamic FC. This is due to well-known limitations in fMRI temporal resolution, arising from both the relatively low sampling rate of the BOLD signal (that only permits a maximum frequency resolution in the~0.75 Hz slow delta range; Lewis et al., 2016) , as well as its vascular underpinnings rendering it an indirect measure of neural activity. Despite advances in sub-second TR acquisition protocols (Lewis et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2013) and blind deconvolution methods that aim to separate the underlying neural activation from the HRF (detailed in the next section; Havlicek et al., 2011) , analysis of dynamic FC would undoubtedly benefit from greater involvement of MEG and EEG. These modalities provide millisecond resolution estimates of neural activity that are not confounded by hemodynamics.
However, this improved temporal resolution comes at the expense of worse spatial resolution and the related issue of "field spread" -the spreading of activity from a single neural source across proximal MEG/ EEG sensors. This has been shown to yield artifactual, locally dominant FC patterns (Schoffelen and Gross, 2009 ). However, simulations have shown that spatial filtering approaches to MEG/EEG source modeling (e.g. linear beamforming; Van Veen et al., 1997) can attenuate field spread (Schoffelen and Gross, 2009) . To further counteract the problem, beamformer source modeling can be combined with FC estimation methods that exclude instantaneous or "0-lag" phase relationships between input time series. This follows from the fact that field spread is entirely carried at 0-lag, albeit at the potential cost of removing 0-lag signal of neural origin (Nolte et al., 2004) . Indeed, pairwise correlations between beamformer-modeled MEG source time series have recovered reasonable analogues of fMRI resting-state networks, both with exclusion of 0-lag phase relationships (Hipp et al., 2012) as well as without (Brookes et al., 2011) . Note that similar results might be expected with EEG, given recent use of anatomical MRI images and sophisticated models of skull tissue conductivity to create "individualized" head models. Such head models have been observed to yield equivalent EEG source modeling accuracy as with MEG (Klamer et al., 2015) .
Beyond demonstrating the overlap in spatial network topology across fMRI and MEG, studies have begun to capitalize on advances in MEG source modeling to target dynamics. For example, FC estimation over sliding windows yielded a decomposition of MEG restingstate networks into temporal network states, albeit over much shorter timescales than anticipated by fMRI studies (i.e. at millisecond-tosecond resolution; Baker et al., 2014; de Pasquale et al., 2010) . Another intriguing application of MEG/EEG source connectivity is in clarifying whether different network mechanisms communicate via different frequency bands. Thus far, MEG homologues of fMRI resting-state networks have emerged primarily in a moderately low frequency range (theta to beta; Brookes et al., 2011; de Pasquale et al., 2010; Hipp et al., 2012) . However, a recent study that corrected for the lower signal-to- Laumann et al. (2016) . B) Multivariate kurtosis also increases in task versus rest, highlighting the existence of cognitively relevant network dynamics. Note that censoring of motion with framewise displacement > 0.2 mm was performed prior to running these comparisons. Adapted with permission from Laumann et al. (2016) . C) Changes in a graph theoretical measure of dynamic network modularity occurring over a "slow" timescale (multiple weeks) track the learning of a motor task. Specifically, modularity in content-specific visual and motor networks increased over the course of learning, whereas FC between these content networks and cognitive control networks was reduced (not depicted). This furthers demonstration in panel B that cognitively relevant network dynamics exist, by linking these dynamics to a clear mechanistic role in learning. Adapted with permission from Bassett et al. (2015) . Fig. 6 . Summary of the stable/flexible mechanism linked to the general emergence of cognitive states. This provides a tentative formalization of the example network mechanism detailed progressively in the main text. The network level links interactions between "stable" and "flexible" spatial components to the emergence of cognitive states. Crucially, we highlight how the "flexible" spatial component of the network mechanism might be split by functionally distinct temporal components operating on "slow" and "fast" timescales (associated with learning and stimulus-evoked responding respectively). We also provide tentative links between these stable, "slow" flexible and "fast" flexible network components and different underlying neurophysiological mechanisms (lower panel). Network mechanisms formalized in this way represent a significant explanatory advance over descriptive network mappings of the resting state. Note that in the above, we assume that all direct (rather than indirect) functional connections are underpinned by direct structural ones, with the segregation into spatially stable and flexible components arising from the absence and presence of dynamics respectively. Note that we make this assumption despite prior discrepancies in generally linking structural to functional connectivity (see footnote 5 and section 3 for details).
noise ratio at higher frequencies also recovered resting-state analogues in the gamma band (Hipp and Siegel, 2015) . Probing the functional relevance of such band-limited or "multiplexed" temporal components holds much promise in formalizing the previously raised distinction between "slow flexible" and "fast flexible" components of stable/flexible mechanism. The former might be linked to FC changes in lower frequencies, whereas as the latter might emerge at higher frequencies.
Overall, dynamic FC analyses have revealed that the topology of resting-state networks masks a diversity of temporal processing over multiple timescales. Whilst this sub-field remains at an early stage, emerging findings support a distinction between "stable" components, "slow flexible" components (linked with learning and underlying synaptic potentiation) and "fast flexible" components (linked with stimulus-evoked reconfiguration and underlying spike propagation; see Fig. 6 ). Although this distinction serves to integrate temporal and spatial components as part of a unified network mechanism (consistent with Fig. 2 ), further research in this vein is undoubtedly required. For example, future work might probe whether dynamic FC fluctuations are dependent on or arise as a natural consequence of the propagation of regional activations across resting-state networks, as suggested by the activity flow mapping approach .
Revealing asymmetries in activity propagation via directed functional connectivity
The majority of research into human brain networks has focused on one FC estimation algorithm -pairwise Pearson's correlation computed between regional time series -which conveys whether two regions A and B communicate in a general "undirected" sense (connectivity A-B). This is especially true for fMRI connectivity studies, whereas MEG/EEG connectivity has been commonly computed via both correlation and undirected coherence approaches. In contrast, a class of "directed" or "effective" FC algorithms provides additional insight into directions of activity propagation -whether region A communicates downstream to region B (connectivity A→B) or vice versa (connectivity B→A). Adding directional information entails a conceptual advance over networks described via undirected FC methods only, as reflected by the emphasis on parameters capturing directional communication in a number of computational network models (for review see Woolrich and Stephan (2013) ). However, directed FC methods have not been widely adopted in empirical research, which is in part due to the majority of anatomical corticocortical connections being bidirectional (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Markov et al., 2011) . However, we have already highlighted the imperfect correspondence between functional and structural connectivity, and there is neurophysiological evidence of asymmetries in directed activity propagation arising from experience-dependent synaptic plasticity processes independent of anatomy (Zheng et al., 2011) . Even if directed connections are fewer than undirected ones, they might still have particular influences on network mechanisms underlying cognitive function. Hence, clarifying whether networks communicate via directed or undirected forms of activity propagation adds a distinct functional component to each network mechanism (see Figs. 1c and 2) .
The primary impediment to more widespread use of directed connectivity has been the numerous methodological uncertainties surrounding these algorithms in comparison to the mathematically simpler undirected methods. This includes uncertainty over the choice of directed FC algorithm from multiple mathematically diverse options, such as Granger causality (Roebroeck et al., 2005) , directed coherence (Nolte et al., 2008) , structural equation modeling (SEM; Gates and Molenaar, 2012) , dynamic causal modeling (DCM; Chen et al., 2008; Friston et al., 2003) and Bayesian approaches (Mumford and Ramsey, 2014; Patel et al., 2006) . Uncertainty also persists over appropriate pre-processing steps (i.e. how to suppress noise sources whilst preserving relevant fine-grained temporal information), algorithmic parameters (e.g. the number of lagged observations included in Granger causality models) and how to maintain computational tractability with increasing number of input variables (e.g. the search space in modelbased methods such as DCM becomes prohibitively large for > 10 input variables). This uncertainty extends to the choice of imaging modality, especially as concerns fMRI given temporal limitations arising from its low sampling rate and hemodynamic-induced confounds. The latter feature is particularly problematic given established regional and inter-subject variability in the hemodynamic response function (Handwerker et al., 2004) , which can give rise to "baseline" differences in regional BOLD morphology that complicate directional inference (especially in between-subject designs; Schippers et al., 2011) . Whilst MEG/EEG modalities provide a more "direct" and higher temporal resolution signal, the higher sampling rate permits contamination by a wider range of artifacts that can reduce overall signal-tonoise.
These methodological concerns call for concerted attempts to validate directed FC across algorithms and modalities, as a necessary precursor to applying them in the search for network mechanisms. However, validations in simulated data have yielded equivocal results. One fMRI simulation study (Smith et al., 2011 ) that compared the efficacy of multiple directed FC algorithms across variation in input parameters and pre-processing steps found only modest recovery of the embedded directional ground truth (~65% maximum detection accuracy). In contrast, a later study employing a similar multi-algorithmic validation, as well as explicitly modeled lags in communication at the neural level (a key difference from the generative model used in the Smith et al., 2011 study) found much higher detection accuracies across a number of algorithms, in both simulated fMRI and MEG/EEG data (Wang et al., 2014) .
Recently, we devised a principled approach to validating directed FC in real fMRI and source-modeled MEG data acquired in the same subjects . This empirical validation sidesteps debate over the validity of various simplifying assumptions made in simulations (Deshpande et al., 2010; Ramsey et al., 2011) . Our approach centered on a clearly explicated "empirical ground truth" directed connectivity pattern. This took the form of an experimentally-induced reversal in activity propagation between auditory and visual regions that was predicated on the widely replicated "sensory reactivation" effect in episodic memory (e.g. Wheeler et al., 2006) . This ground truth was successfully recovered by a number of directed FC methods, such as Granger causality and IMAGES Bayes network methods (Ramsey et al., 2011) , and across fMRI and source-modeled MEG. These broadly positive results confirm the base validity of directional algorithms applied to human imaging data. The findings also provide more practical insight into the broad virtue of analyzing the experimental modulation of directionality estimates across task conditions (as highlighted previously; Roebroeck et al., 2005) and the improvement in fMRI results after applying "blind deconvolution" methods that remove the influence of HRF variability (Havlicek et al., 2011) . Future empirical validations might test the recovery of directed connectivity ground truths spanning multiple regions, thereby testing for the removal of "indirect" connections that can arise via pairwise methods. Nevertheless, results from the Mill et al. study support the use of available algorithms in combination with task manipulations to recover directional components of network mechanisms.
Methodological uncertainties have also meant that estimations of directionality at the large-scale network level (beyond a subset of regions) remain nascent, yet preliminary results have been promising. For example, analysis of lagged temporal dependencies between cortical regions yielded a decomposition of the established fMRI resting-state networks into 8 recurring large-scale directed processing sequences (termed "lag motifs"; Mitra et al., 2015) . This result suggests a critical role for directed activity propagation in mediating the emergence of these networks. Analyses of multivariate Granger caus-ality during experimentally controlled task settings have identified two large-scale directional influences amongst resting-state networks (increased dorsal attention→ventral attention connectivity, and increased frontoparietal control→default mode connectivity), which were linked with "top-down" cognitive control processes that improved behavioral performance (Wen et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2012) . These studies highlight the potential for directed FC analyses to both refine descriptions of network properties in the resting state, as well as clarify the ontask mechanisms linking them to cognition.
Contingent on further validation work, future research might examine the role of directed activity propagation in our example stable/flexible mechanism. For example, it might be that spatially flexible components linked preferentially to the frontoparietal control network enforce downstream (i.e. "top-down") directional relationships with content-specific networks to coordinate processing across multiple domains (i.e. frontoparietal→content networks; see Fig. 1c ). More generally, future research might strive to identify whether explanatory network interactions are better characterized as either undirected/bidirectional or directional. This argues against the idea that more widespread application of directed FC methods will reveal previously undirected relationships to be exclusively directional. Rather, evidence supports the presence of real FC relationships lacking in any stable directionality, in the form of synchronized oscillations observed at multiple spatial scales (Rajagovindan and Ding, 2008; Siegel et al., 2012; Varela et al., 2001 ). Approaches to analyzing directed connectivity therefore need to better provide for instances of real undirected connectivity. Such approaches might also accommodate a role for dynamics, given observation of transitions between directed and undirected FC relationships in animals (Gregoriou et al., 2009 ) and humans (Womelsdorf et al., 2007) . Indeed, linking dynamic directionality fluctuations to a clearer explanatory role in cognition would serve as an idealized recovery of a network mechanism's full complement of spatial, temporal and directional components (as exemplified in Fig. 2 ).
Increasing the sensitivity of network components via multivariate pattern analysis
Another feature of the standard FC estimation pipeline is the extraction of averaged time series from isolated brain voxels or as the average across neighboring voxels within putative brain regions. Extracting such "univariate" estimates of brain activation might occlude FC mechanisms encoded by "multivariate" representational patterns amongst multiple voxels or areas of cortex. Indeed, the application of multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) methods to multi-unit recordings in animals has refined relationships between spatiotemporal patterns in neuronal populations and cognitive function (Montijn et al., 2016; Siegel et al., 2015; Stokes et al., 2013) . Application of MVPA to human imaging data has provided further insight into the functional relevance of regional activation amplitudes by characterizing multivariate patterns amongst voxels. In comparison to univariate methods, MVPA algorithms can increase the sensitivity of detecting neural representations underlying a wide array of cognitive states. Whilst the application of MVPA at the network level remains in a fledgling state, integrating this powerful class of algorithms holds much promise in the search for network mechanisms. These tools can be leveraged to better characterize a network mechanism, both via its spatial components (by decoding cognitive representations in topological network patterns) and temporal components (by dynamic decoding of temporal network states; see Fig. 7 ).
To provide a brief overview (for further details see Haxby et al. (2014) and Haynes (2015) ), a fundamental concept linking different MVPA algorithms is that of a high-dimensional space spanning multiple brain regions/voxels ("features") that are classified over a set of input samples ("observations") as representing a particular experimental condition. In essence, MVPA identifies patterns of brain regions/voxels that contain "information" relevant to decoding a given cognitive state (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) . MVPA methods include linear and non-linear classifiers that estimate the accuracy in decoding a cognitive state from a multivariate pattern (Haxby, 2001) . Representational similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) can provide more detailed information as to the similarity between multivariate patterns for two or more stimulus classes. This helps distinguish between multivariate representations that have equally high classification accuracies but might be classifying via very different functions. These MVPA algorithms have been observed to be more sensitive to fine-grained cognitive information than alternative univariate approaches (Haxby, 2001; Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) . Rather than being confined to lower-level sensory classifications, MVPA has also been successful in decoding higher-order functions (Cole et al., 2011; Soon et al., 2008) . Application of MVPA in a sliding window approach has also highlighted its utility in decoding dynamics, with above-chance classifications observed earlier than equivalent univariate approaches in trial-locked analyses applied to both fMRI (Kohler et al., 2013) and MEG (Borst et al., 2016; Sudre et al., 2012) . Overall, findings from the application of MVPA algorithms to task activations emphasize their considerable utility in capturing richer and more specific cognitive representations in space and time.
These regional activation-based findings can be extended to the search for mechanisms at the network level in three broad ways. Firstly, MVPA can be applied to identify more sensitive (i.e. higher signal-to-noise) spatial components via extraction of multivariate timecourses from the pattern amongst multiple regions or voxels prior to FC estimation (see Fig. 7a ). For example, Coutanche and colleagues (Coutanche and Thompson-Schill, 2013 ) devised a method of "informational connectivity", wherein a searchlight MVPA analysis decodes the timepoint-by-timepoint classification accuracy across a set of voxels with reference to a multivariate "prototype" (the mean response within that multivariate searchlight to a given task condition). The resulting informational timecourses were submitted to standard pairwise correlations to provide a connectivity map of multivariate representations. A related multivariate connectivity method was found to yield more reliable rest FC maps (across sessions and subjects) than those obtained from univariate approaches (Geerligs et al., 2016) . With a view to linking these findings to explanatory network mechanisms, future studies might seek to apply multivariate connectivity methods during experimentally controlled tasks, so as to capitalize on the likely higher signal-to-noise ratio of the input time series.
The second approach to MVPA network analysis also targets more refined spatial components, by decoding cognitive states directly from topological FC patterns (see Fig. 7b ). Rather than basing an MVPA classification on activation patterns amongst input voxels, this approach performs a classification based on connectivity estimates between multiple regions or large-scale networks. demonstrated the utility of this approach by identifying more specialized spatial components linked to flexible network reconfiguration. Specifically, a network representational similarity analysis linked the increasing similarity of FC patterns involving the frontoparietal control network with increasing similarity in cognitive processing across 64 unique task states. Each of these task states comprised a permutation of shared low-level rules (4 motor×4 logic×4 sensory rules). This approach therefore related "flexible" engagement of the frontoparietal network to the "flexible" integration of these shared low-level rules in novel task contexts, consistent with the involvement of cognitive control in rapid instructed task learning . A followup analysis trained a linear classifier to successfully decode the current task state on the basis of frontoparietal FC patterns with domainspecific networks (e.g. frontoparietal to motor network FC successfully decoded the motor task rules). These findings highlight the use of network MVPA methods both to identify more specialized "flexible" components of the stable/flexible network mechanism, as well as in directly decoding cognitive states that emerge from this network mechanism. Whilst these results support a specific role for the frontoparietal network in mediating "flexible" cognitive control, it would be useful to extend this classification approach to other networks linked with control functions (e.g. the dorsal attention network and the cingulo-opercular network, Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Dosenbach et al., 2007) .
The third application of network MVPA methods is in identifying temporal components of network mechanisms via dynamic decoding of temporal states (King and Dehaene, 2014; Stokes et al., 2013) . By evaluating moment-to-moment variability of multivariate representations, insight into the timescale of task-related information in specific networks can be gained. An extension of this dynamic MVPA approach was recently employed in the classification of temporal network states during task-free rest (Chen et al., 2016; see Fig. 7c and previous discussion of temporal network states in section 4). Specifically, the similarity in multi-region spatial patterns across individual time points was used to identify periods during resting-state scans in which the global activation state was similar. A clustering algorithm applied to the resulting "temporal similarity matrix" (left panel, Fig. 7c ) identified temporal network states and sub-states (middle panel, Fig. 7c ), which critically were associated with distinct functional roles via a metaanalysis database of task activation patterns (right panel, Fig. 7c ; Yarkoni et al., 2011) . This study provides one example of the profitable use of dynamic MVPA methods in elucidating clearer explanatory linkages between spontaneous temporal network states and cognitive states. Following from similar suggestion in section 4, future extensions of this dynamic network MVPA approach might instantiate careful task manipulations to link each temporal network state directly to a cognitive state. Future studies might also probe the correspondence of these fMRI states with those classified in higher temporal resolution MEG/EEG modalities (King and Dehaene, 2014) .
To summarize, MVPA represents a novel class of methods that opens up a host of possibilities for research into network mechanisms. Whilst the full scope of combining MVPA with other advanced FC methods has yet to be realized, preliminary findings highlight the particular utility of MVPA in elucidating more refined spatial and temporal components within network mechanisms, and linking these components more directly to cognitive function. In this context, we have alluded to the potential for MVPA methods to refine our stable/ flexible network mechanism -from comprising interactions between fairly general "stable" and "flexible" spatial components, to a more specific role for the frontoparietal control network in underpinning the latter component.
Summary of key challenges and future directions
Whilst the preceding sections have detailed numerous advances in the study of human brain networks, a number of key challenges are posed to the search for network mechanisms. Firstly, there remains a broad need for more principled validations of FC estimation strategies. Confidence in available methodologies is a necessary precursor to generating meaningful mechanistic insight from them, and there remains much ambiguity over optimal preprocessing steps (e.g. minimization of artifacts), choice of FC algorithm, and approaches to significance testing. It will be important for such validations to be applied in empirical as well as synthetic datasets, so as to avoid debate over the assumptions made by different simulation models. As we have repeatedly emphasized, validation of FC methods should also be accompanied by a renewed focus on sound experimental design. This Fig. 7 . MVPA methods can identify spatial and temporal components of network mechanisms. A) Extraction of informational time series from multivariate voxel patterns within brain regions prior to FC estimation. This approach yields network FC maps comprised of multivariate representational patterns (treating voxel activations as features) linked to particular cognitive states, which can yield more sensitive spatial components of network mechanisms. B) MVPA can directly decode cognitive states from already estimated multivariate FC patterns (treating network connections as features). This approach also recovers spatial network components more directly linked to cognitive states. C) Empirical example of an application of dynamic MVPA to elucidate temporal network states. The left panel is a "temporal similarity matrix" illustrating the timepoint-by-timepoint similarity of multivariate activation patterns. This temporal similarity matrix is clustered to identify two temporal network states that dynamically fluctuate over the course of a rest scan (State A and State B, rendered at the voxel scale in the middle panel). These temporal states are then linked to respective "task positive" and "task negative" cognitive functions via a meta-analysis of task activations (right panel; Yarkoni et al., 2011) . Whilst direct manipulation of these states in task contexts is required to substantiate their functional roles, this dynamic MVPA approach represents an improvement in linking temporal states decomposed in the resting-state to clearer cognitive functions. Adapted with permission from Chen et al. (2016). would increase the likelihood of providing explanatory rather than merely descriptive insight into functional networks. Combining advanced FC estimation methods with targeted task manipulations will also prevent over-emphasizing data-driven methods to the detriment of cognitive theory.
We have also highlighted the need to address the present overreliance on fMRI, given the relatively low temporal resolution of this modality and parallel improvements in the spatial resolution of sourcemodeled MEG/EEG. Whilst the utility of MEG/EEG source connectivity in clarifying network dynamics is fairly obvious, the use of these modalities might also be beneficial for MVPA, given that fMRI's low sampling rate often means that the number of observations is not much greater than the number of voxel features (which increases the risk of "overfitting" noise in the data; Haxby et al., 2014) . Network analyses applied to multi-modal imaging datasets, such as simultaneously acquired EEG-fMRI, represents a largely unexplored but potentially remunerative avenue, given that both imaging modalities enable complementary improvements in spatial and temporal resolution. Multi-modal network analyses might also involve physiological measurements (e.g. pupillometry), which could clarify interactions between cortical networks and autonomic neuromodulatory systems that are increasingly viewed as integral to cognitive function (Aston- Jones and Cohen, 2005; Shine et al., 2016) . Furthermore, recently released large-sample electrocorticography datasets (ECoG; e.g. the Restoring Active Memory project, RAM) could be invaluable in clarifying the micro scale underpinnings of network mechanisms studied in human imaging.
As alluded to in section 1, recent advances in combining brain stimulation technology, such as TMS and TDCS/TACS, with fMRI and EEG raise the potential to combine "neural" manipulations of brain networks with experimental manipulations of cognitive states. This approach can strengthen causal links between a network mechanism and its cognitive function. Combining stimulation of network nodes and connections with simultaneous fMRI or EEG can clarify their causal influence both over other network nodes and connections (Eldaief et al., 2011; O'Shea et al., 2007) , as well as cognitive outcomes through links with on-task behavior (Polanía et al., 2012; Zanto et al., 2011 ). An important extension of this general approach would be to devise network stimulation protocols to treat mental disease (Fox et al., 2012) . Although technological development is ongoing to enable stimulation of multiple cortical areas (greater than the 1-3 cortical sites currently feasible, see Dayan et al., 2013 for review), this class of methods offer the potential to directly assess the causal influence of proposed network mechanisms.
We have also highlighted the potential to combine advanced FC methods in novel and innovative ways. An associated goal is to probe relationships between FC and behavioral measures to capture individual differences in network processing and how these relate to task performance . Such individual difference approaches might capitalize on recently developed MVPA algorithms that enable "hyperalignment" of representational spaces across subjects (Guntupalli et al., 2016) . Relationships between FC and behavior can help verify that network changes across task conditions arise from functionally relevant rather than artifactual sources. However, this approach is not infallible when applied in isolation, as supported by recent evidence that head motion during scanning negatively correlates with a number of individual difference measures (Siegel et al., 2016) . Rather, truly explanatory network mechanisms will likely be revealed through a convergence across multiple methods, combining FC-behavioral relationships with careful task manipulations, as well as multiple FC estimation algorithms and imaging modalities. Critically, despite our suggestion to use more advanced FC methods, it should again be noted that we encourage use of only those methods that provide additional mechanistic insight into cognitive function, rather than applying a given method simply because it has never been done before.
Conclusion
The field of human functional connectivity research is tantalizingly poised. Recent technical and methodological advances have opened new avenues of inquiry, and the challenge now is to develop optimal strategies to navigate these avenues without getting lost in the labyrinth of "big data". Our goal in this review was to demonstrate that the ongoing feedback loop between FC method development and insight into cognitive function would be fine-tuned by a specific focus on identifying network mechanisms. To exemplify this, our initial summary of attempts to clarify the functional relevance of resting-state networks highlighted the interaction between spatially "stable" and "flexible" network components as a mechanism linked to the general emergence of cognitive states. Findings from the application of dynamic FC methods revealed fluctuations in network processing occurring over multiple timescales, supporting further segregation of the flexible spatial component into "slow flexible" and "fast flexible" temporal components, each associated with memory encoding and stimulus-evoked functions respectively (see Fig. 6 ). Studies employing directed FC methods and/or capitalizing on burgeoning advances in MVPA would likely further refine this general mechanism. The search for network mechanisms is embedded in the broader goal of neuroscience to add functionally relevant components to each level of the neural hierarchy (depicted in Fig. 3 ). Hence, it remains to be seen exactly how "stable", "slow flexible" learning and "fast flexible" stimulus-evoked network components emerge from lower-level neurophysiological processes related to structural connectivity, synaptic potentiation and spike propagation respectively. Insights into this general cognitive mechanism will likely clarify more "specialized" mechanisms involving specific functional networks. To this end, mounting evidence suggests that the frontoparietal control network serves as a "flexible hub", interacting with content-specific networks to drive processing across multiple cognitive domains. Overall, the conceptual framework and advanced tools outlined above have the potential to further our understanding of network mechanisms in both health and disease.
